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Frank Ono 
International Society of Arboriculture 

Certified Arborist # 536 
Society of American Foresters Professional Member 48004 

1213 Miles Avenue 
Pacific Grove CA, 93950 

Telephone (831) 373-7086 

March 2, 2017 

Monterey Bay Builders 
Mr. Eric Barstad 
P.O. Box 366 
Carmel Valley, CA 93924 

RE: 220 Upper Walden Road -Dead Monterey Pines 

APN: 241-241-011-000 

Mr. Barstad; 

A visual tree assessment (VTA) was requested for several unstable trees at the above 
referenced property due to liquefaction of the soils. Trees are failing on this property and 
other adjacent properties; they are falling over without any root disturbance. The VTA 
determined there are three trees with tree hazard evaluation form (THEF) scores of 10 or 
higher which need immediate removal (trees that rate a score of 12 present the most 
likelihood of failure). The THEF score rates the relative hazard of trees based upon the 
criteria of probability of failure, size of failure part, and target from the Photographic Guide 
to the Evaluation of Hazard Trees in Urban Areas (Mattheny and Clarke). This letter and the 
accompanying THEF score sheet may be submitted with other required documents as part of 
an application for tree removal by the property owner (or their designated representative). 
The report (and photos which must be submitted in color) is background information for use 
by the County of Monterey to determine under what circumstances a permit may be issued.  

Tree Risk (Hazard) Evaluation Score 

The tree(s) assessed for hazard risk are identified as follows: 

• Tree #28 is a 36” diameter Monterey pine located along the south property line. The
tree is falling over. It is uprooting due to moisture in the soils and heavy wind load.
The tree has a THEF score of 11.

• Tree #41is a 26” diameter tree located near the building. The tree has poor structure
and dying; it also will fall over soon due to the saturated soils. The tree has a THEF
score of 11

• Tree #47 is a 22” diameter Monterey pine dying from bark beetle attack. The tree
has a THEF score of 10.
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Assessment 
 
The soils on this property are water logged and unstable. Considerable subterranean water 
has emerged to the surface and has cause a number of trees to become unstable. Significant 
damage to adjacent areas will occur when failure occurs. Target ratings factored into the 
THEF score include new structures and adjacent properties.  Removal of the trees will not 
significantly alter air movement, contribute to erosion, or create a significant impact to 
wildlife; no active bird or animal nesting sites were observed at the time of assessment.  
 
Tree Removal 
 
After proper authorization, the trees shall be removed by a licensed insured professional tree 
service. No surrounding tree protection is necessary when the tree drop zone is clear of 
vegetation. Tree removal shall be consistent with safe arboricultural work practices utilizing 
removal of trees and their parts in smaller manageable pieces and roped down carefully so 
as not to damage any surrounding trees or plants. The use of specialized equipment may be 
authorized if it can be shown that no damage to surrounding ecosystem will be sustained.  
At no time shall the trees be dropped in one piece so as to damage any surrounding trees or 
property. Tree wood and clippings are to be disposed of consistent with current California 
Department of Forestry guidelines which would include stockpiling of material on site or 
disposal at an approved refuse site.  When the listed trees are removed, other immediately 
remaining trees adjacent these should be inspected for potential for pruning (utilizing 
current arboricultural standards) and deadwood removal. 
 
Replanting  
 
The County of Monterey through the Carmel Area Land Use plan has tree replacement 
conditions as part of a tree removal permit when sufficient space exists to replant that does 
not create an overcrowded vegetated situation. The County requires a 2:1 replacement for 
removed trees which measure 24” or larger in diameter at breast height and/or a 1:1 ratio 
replacement for trees measuring less than 24” in diameter. It is therefore recommended 
replanting be with six (6) five-gallon size Monterey pines in locations near or adjacent 
where the trees are removed (if five gallon is unavailable, smaller sizes may be substituted). 
In addition, the County also requires independent monitoring of replanted trees to insure 
replanting is successful (the term of monitoring is at County discretion, typically one –three 
years dependent on the type of permit). 

 
Disclosure Statement 

 
Use of report: This letter and the THEF score sheet are to be considered and used as 
background information for the current tree removal application process implemented by the 
County of Monterey. The report is prepared to assist the County, along with other required 
documents, in determining if and under what circumstances a permit may be issued. 
 
Inspection limitations: The inspection of the tree consisted solely of a visual inspection from 
the ground.  While more thorough techniques are available for inspection and evaluation, 
they were neither requested nor considered necessary or appropriate at this time. This report 
is based on a visual inspection of tree condition and for obvious defects. It is not intended to 
constitute a complete health and hazard evaluation. Further investigation would be required 
to more definitively evaluate the health and hazards posed by the subject trees, some of 
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which may not be disclosed by visual inspections. Investigations include but are not limited 
to core samples, root crown excavation, and visual inspection of the entire trees by 
climbing. Please be advised that healthy trees and/or limbs may fail under certain 
conditions, and that the above recommendations are based on industry standards of tree 
care. 
 
Urban Foresters/Arborists are tree specialists who use their education, knowledge training 
and experience to examine trees, recommend measures to enhance their health and beauty 
and to attempt to reduce the risk of living near trees.  Clients may choose to accept or 
disregard the recommendations of the arborist or to seek additional advice.  Trees and other 
plant life are living, changing organisms affected by innumerable factors beyond our 
control.  Trees fail in ways and because of conditions we do not fully understand.   
 
Urban Foresters/Arborists cannot detect or anticipate every condition or event that could 
possibly lead to the structural failure of a tree.  Conditions are often hidden within the trees 
and below ground.  Urban Foresters/Arborists cannot guarantee that a tree will be healthy or 
safe under all circumstances, for any specific period or when a tree or its parts may fail.  
Further, remedial treatments, as with any treatment or therapy, cannot be guaranteed.  
Treatment, pruning, bracing and removal of trees may involve considerations beyond the 
scope of the arborists skills and usual services such as the boundaries of properties, property 
ownership, site lines, neighbor disputes and agreements and other issues.  Therefore, urban 
forester/arborists cannot consider such issues unless complete and accurate information is 
disclosed in a timely fashion.  Then, the urban forester/arborist can be expected, reasonably, 
to rely upon the completeness and accuracy of the information provided.  Trees can be 
managed but not controlled.  To live near trees, regardless of their condition, is to accept 
some degree of risk.  The only way to eliminate all risk associated with trees is to eliminate 
all trees. 
 
Hazard/hazard potential:  For the purposes of this evaluation and/report, a tree or tree part 
that presents a threat to humans, livestock, vehicles, structures, landscape features or other 
entity of civilization from uprooting, falling, breaking or growth development (e.g., roots).  
While all large landscape trees in proximity to such targets present some degree of hazard 
regardless of their condition, such inherent hazard is not intended as within this definition 
and its usage in this evaluation and report. As trees and other plant life are living, changing 
organisms effected by innumerable factors beyond our control, F. O. Consulting and its 
personnel offer no guarantees, stated or implied, as to tree, plant or general landscape safety, 
health, condition or improvement, beyond that specifically stated in writing in accepted 
contracts.  
 
Thank you very much and please feel free to call if there are any questions or if I can be of 
further assistance. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
Frank Ono 
Certified Arborist #536 

This report is based on a visual inspection of tree condition and for obvious defects. It is not intended to constitute a complete health and hazard evaluation. 
Further investigation would be required to more definitively evaluate the health and hazards posed by the subject trees, some of which may not be disclosed 
by visual inspections. Investigations may include but are not limited to core samples, root crown excavation, and visual inspection of the entire tree or trees by 
climbing. Please be advised that healthy trees and/or limbs may fail under certain conditions, and that the above recommendations are based on industry 
standards of tree care. This report is made with the understanding that no representations or warranties, either expressed or implied are made that any trees 
referred to in the report or located on or adjacent to the subject property are sound or safe.  
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PHOTOGRAPHS 

 
Tree #28 is listing over and uprooting; the tree was standing straight up several weeks ago 
and has moved several degrees to the south 
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Tree #47 is dying and unstable in the soils; it will be compromised once tree #46 is removed 
(permitted due to construction). 
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Tree #41 is standing but shifting in the saturated soil. The tree has poor structure and will 
fall or break apart due to its poor branch attachment. 
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Frank Ono 
International Society of Arboriculture 

Certified Arborist # 536 
Society of American Foresters Professional Member 48004 

1213 Miles Avenue 
Pacific Grove CA, 93950 

Telephone (831) 373-7086 
Cellular   (831) 594-2291 

April 27, 2017 
 
Monterey Bay Builders 
Mr. Eric Barstad 
P.O. Box 366 
Carmel Valley, CA 93924 
 
RE: 220 Upper Walden Road -Dead Monterey Pines  
APN: 241-241-011-000 
 
Mr. Barstad; 
 
A visual tree assessment (VTA) was requested for several Monterey pine trees at the 
above referenced property needing removal due to instability and their deteriorating 
condition. The VTA determined the four trees with tree hazard evaluation form (THEF) 
scores of 10 (trees that rate a score of 12 present the most likelihood of failure). The 
THEF score rates the relative hazard of trees based upon the criteria of probability of 
failure, size of failure part, and target from the Photographic Guide to the Evaluation of 
Hazard Trees in Urban Areas (Mattheny and Clarke). This letter and the accompanying 
THEF score sheet may be submitted with other required documents as part of an 
application for tree removal by the property owner (or their designated representative). 
The report is background information for use by the County of Monterey to determine 
under what circumstances a permit may be issued.  
 
Tree Risk (Hazard) Evaluation Score Assessment 
 
The tree(s) assessed for hazard risk are identified as follows: 

ID# Diameter Species Reason for Removal THEF Rating 
31 20 Monterey pine Beetles 10 
32 20 Monterey pine Beetles 10 
33 30 Monterey pine Beetles 10 
34 24 Monterey pine Beetles 10 

 
The listed trees in the above chart are unstable and diseased, as evidenced by their 
thinning and dying crowns; they are capable of failure to fall onto the structure being 
built.  Removal of the tree(s) will not significantly alter air movement, contribute to 
erosion, or create a significant impact to wildlife; no active bird or animal nesting sites 
were observed at the time of assessment.  
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Tree Removal 
 
After proper authorization, the trees shall be removed by a licensed insured professional 
tree service. No surrounding tree protection is necessary when the tree drop zone is clear 
of vegetation. Tree removal shall be consistent with safe arboricultural work practices 
utilizing removal of trees and their parts in smaller manageable pieces and roped down 
carefully so as not to damage any surrounding trees or plants. The use of specialized 
equipment may be authorized if it can be shown that no damage to surrounding 
ecosystem will be sustained.  At no time shall the trees be dropped in one piece so as to 
damage any surrounding trees or property. Tree wood and clippings are to be disposed of 
consistent with current California Department of Forestry guidelines which would 
include stockpiling of material on site or disposal at an approved refuse site.  When the 
listed trees are removed, other immediately remaining trees adjacent these should be 
inspected for potential for pruning (utilizing current arboricultural standards) and 
deadwood removal. 
 
Replanting  
 
The County of Monterey through the Carmel Area Land Use plan has tree replacement 
conditions as part of a tree removal permit when sufficient space exists to replant that 
does not create an overcrowded vegetated situation. The County requires a 2:1 
replacement for removed trees which measure 24” or larger in diameter at breast height 
and/or a 1:1 ratio replacement for trees measuring less than 24” in diameter. It is 
therefore recommended replanting be with six (6) five-gallon size Monterey pines in the 
location near or adjacent each removed tree (if five gallon is unavailable, smaller sizes 
may be substituted). In addition, the County also requires independent monitoring of 
replanted trees to insure replanting is successful (the term of monitoring is at County 
discretion, typically one –three years dependent on the type of permit). 

 
Disclosure Statement 

 
Use of report: This letter and the THEF score sheet are to be considered and used as 
background information for the current tree removal application process implemented by 
the County of Monterey. The report is prepared to assist the County, along with other 
required documents, in determining if and under what circumstances a permit may be 
issued. 
 
Inspection limitations: The inspection of the tree consisted solely of a visual inspection 
from the ground.  While more thorough techniques are available for inspection and 
evaluation, they were neither requested nor considered necessary or appropriate at this 
time. This report is based on a visual inspection of tree condition and for obvious defects. 
It is not intended to constitute a complete health and hazard evaluation. Further 
investigation would be required to more definitively evaluate the health and hazards 
posed by the subject trees, some of which may not be disclosed by visual inspections. 
Investigations include but are not limited to core samples, root crown excavation, and 
visual inspection of the entire trees by climbing. Please be advised that healthy trees 
and/or limbs may fail under certain conditions, and that the above recommendations are 
based on industry standards of tree care. 
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Urban Foresters/Arborists are tree specialists who use their education, knowledge 
training and experience to examine trees, recommend measures to enhance their health 
and beauty and to attempt to reduce the risk of living near trees.  Clients may choose to 
accept or disregard the recommendations of the arborist or to seek additional advice.  
Trees and other plant life are living, changing organisms affected by innumerable factors 
beyond our control.  Trees fail in ways and because of conditions we do not fully 
understand.   
 
Urban Foresters/Arborists cannot detect or anticipate every condition or event that could 
possibly lead to the structural failure of a tree.  Conditions are often hidden within the 
trees and below ground.  Urban Foresters/Arborists cannot guarantee that a tree will be 
healthy or safe under all circumstances, for any specific period or when a tree or its parts 
may fail.  Further, remedial treatments, as with any treatment or therapy, cannot be 
guaranteed.  Treatment, pruning, bracing and removal of trees may involve 
considerations beyond the scope of the arborists skills and usual services such as the 
boundaries of properties, property ownership, site lines, neighbor disputes and 
agreements and other issues.  Therefore, urban forester/arborists cannot consider such 
issues unless complete and accurate information is disclosed in a timely fashion.  Then, 
the urban forester/arborist can be expected, reasonably, to rely upon the completeness and 
accuracy of the information provided.  Trees can be managed but not controlled.  To live 
near trees, regardless of their condition, is to accept some degree of risk.  The only way to 
eliminate all risk associated with trees is to eliminate all trees. 
 
Hazard/hazard potential:  For the purposes of this evaluation and/report, a tree or tree part 
that presents a threat to humans, livestock, vehicles, structures, landscape features or 
other entity of civilization from uprooting, falling, breaking or growth development (e.g., 
roots).  While all large landscape trees in proximity to such targets present some degree 
of hazard regardless of their condition, such inherent hazard is not intended as within this 
definition and its usage in this evaluation and report. As trees and other plant life are 
living, changing organisms effected by innumerable factors beyond our control, F. O. 
Consulting and its personnel offer no guarantees, stated or implied, as to tree, plant or 
general landscape safety, health, condition or improvement, beyond that specifically 
stated in writing in accepted contracts.  
 
Thank you very much and please feel free to call if there are any questions or if I can be 
of further assistance. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
 
Frank Ono 
Certified Arborist #536 

This report is based on a visual inspection of tree condition and for obvious defects. It is not intended to constitute a complete health and hazard 
evaluation. Further investigation would be required to more definitively evaluate the health and hazards posed by the subject trees, some of which may 
not be disclosed by visual inspections. Investigations may include but are not limited to core samples, root crown excavation, and visual inspection of the 
entire tree or trees by climbing. Please be advised that healthy trees and/or limbs may fail under certain conditions, and that the above recommendations 
are based on industry standards of tree care. This report is made with the understanding that no representations or warranties, either expressed or implied 
are made that any trees referred to in the report or located on or adjacent to the subject property are sound or safe.  
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PHOTOGRAPHS 

 
#34, #33, #32, and #31 
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Tree #31, #32, #33, #34 
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